
How to describe people



Descriptive adjectives are the most
commonly used kind of adjective. The
descriptive adjectives can be simply
defined as the type of adjectives that
are used to express the size, color, or
shape of a person, a thing, an animal, or a
place. They are used to provide more
information to a noun by describing or
modifying it.

Descriptive adjectives



Type of descriptive adjectives

Personality
Eyes shape
Hair length
Hair type
Height
Build

handsome, cute, kind 
big, big round, small
short, medium-length, long
straight, curly, wavy, dreadlocks

short, medium-height, tall
fat, well-built, slim, chubby



How to use each type of
descriptive adjective

Personality

Hair 

Body

he is handsome and kind. 
S+ V.to be+ personality.

S+ have/has+ got+ length+ type+ color+ hair. 
She has got long curly red hair .

S+ V. to be+ build+ and+ height.
She is well-built and tall.

Eyes shape
He has got big brown eyes.(+ color)
S+ have/has+ got+ shape+ color+ eyes.



Example

She is Lisa from Blackpink. She is very
beautiful and lively. She has got long wavy

brown hair and big black eyes. She is tall and
slim.



She is Adele. She has got medium-length wavy blond
hair and  big brown eyes. She is beautiful. She is

slim and tall.



1. เตมิ s หลงัคํากรยิาทั�วไป เชน่ cuts, comes, eats 
2. เตมิ es หลงัคํากรยิาที�ลงทา้ยดว้ย o, s, ss, sh, ch,
x, z เชน่ glasses, goes, teaches, washes
3. คํากรยิาที�ลงทา้ยดว้ย y 
 3.1 หน้า y เป�นพยญัชนะให้เปลี�ยน y เป�น I แลว้เตมิ
es เชน่ study-studies, cry-cries, fly-flies
 3.2 หน้า y เป�นสระ เติม s ไดเ้ลย เชน่ plays, stays,
buys 

s, es rules



 I don't always get up late.
 He doesn't sometimes get up late.
 We don't often get up late.

Negative
1.
2.
3.

 Do I always get up late?
 Does he sometimes get up late?

Interrogative
1.
2.

Adverbs of frequency

 I always get up late.
 He sometimes gets up late.
 We often get up late.

1.
2.
3.


